Meadow fire, Asx'ée

mapping the aftermath
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Preface: On May 9th, 2020, some camper-kids with lighters
ignited a pretty dramatic grassfire at Crow Point. Koren Bosworth
happened to be out there with the Schroeders (kb3, preceding
page). After our VeryBeary investigations for SEAL Trust, I asked
her to show me where the Asx'ée fire began and ended.

01 Bank cutting Recent AOL ortho
on next page has our ground track and
photopoints. There's been dramatic bank
erosion along the entire north edge
of the delta. I've been meaning to
GPS & photodocument it but
our goal today was flying
the meadow fire.
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ArcGIS Online, 20190625

Context track & photos. Numbered shots are included in this journal. Broader
green track is flightline, shown in more detail below. ● On the base ortho: I'm
transitioning to ArcGIS Pro. Figured out how to mosaic the CBJ 2013 aerials but they
display kinda washed-out compared to their appearance in old Arc v10. This online
World Imagery is not as high-res but valuable for its currency—taken last June 25th.
Zooming and toggling against 2013 orthos in the burn area just north of Crow Point
Grove shows strongly expanded crown spread on isolated saplings. They probably
average 20% broader over that 6-year period. From the ground, many leaders show
2 feet elongation/year recently in areas where crow-perching doesn't deform them.
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01 Toad yearling Hopping around in presumably non-brackish
puddles on the broad, caked-mud 'trail' by Dowitcher Slough. Although
well below EHW, the river waters-down salinity here. Should have placed
something for scale, but definitely born last year & overwintered, ~1-inchlong. Nearest likely breeding pond is marked on previous ortho. I collected
& hatched an egg stringer here in the early 1980s, but never saw a toad on
Asx'ée delta after about 1990. I think this is my first here in 30 years. Next
visit, should walk that pond and scan for larvae! Welcome home, Bufo!
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03 4wheeler track When I was caretaker, 1980-92, there was no trail here at
all. In the nineties a single, mountain-biker's track developed. Not sure how often
this is driven. Probably it's mostly from foot traffic, folks walking side-by-side.
We stopped for lunch on the crest of Outer Ridge at the north end of the burn.
04 Scorched rye Koren says on May 9th there wasn't much growing yet
except Leymus. Looks like some of the blackened spears were 'terminated' for this
year. But blades have continued to elongate.
07 Lower edge At white arrow on left, Koren compared growth inside and just
outside the crisped mosses. I walked down to the bottom of the burn, which had
continued well below Extreme High Water, maybe fueled by overwintered Leymus
thatch. This edge will be harder to map from my aerials.
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06 Lunchspot pano
Most herbs were still below
ground on May 9th, escaping damage. A month later,
fireweed seems especially
happy. The meadow moss
Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus was charred but
almost nowhere burned
enough to expose coarse,
wave-dumped sands that lie
immediately beneath these
young 'uplift meadows.'
After lunch we headed
south to where the fire
started. For awhile I walked
the outer, beach-side edge,
until it coincided with the
wave-cut escarpment. Later
I lined up that Bad Elf track
with the drone mosaic.
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USFS

Koren noticed these
leaders on an otherwise
completely crisped 8-foot
sapling.

Post-fire
succession:
38 years after a
smaller but more
severe burn in
my early days as
caretaker.

1984

2019

When Koren told me about the burn on the day it happened, my first concern was that it might enable
spruce capture. In 1982—my third spring living on the delta—picnickers accidentally burned 2.5 acres on
the outer ridge. It was on May 9th—exactly the date of this year's larger fire—statistically probably the driest
week of the year. Although my memory is getting vague about the successional aftermath, I do remember
lots of spruce seedlings springing up within that burn in following years. I wish now that I'd mapped em
more carefully. On the sequence above, it appears about half of the meadow was subsequently lost to doghair
spruce 1. Another quarter has been buried under wave-dumped sand.
1 Although unlabeled on 1983 Eagle Beach Map because it didn't yet exist, Cathy reminds me that we began to call it Grassfire Grove.
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From my Rite-in-Rain journal:

19820509 Grassfire: ~7pm, spotted a grassfire south of Ambush Grove. Smoke rose to
>100ft and flames visible across the flats.
Trotted home to cabin to fetch a rug. As I
arrived at the fire, Gary, Mary & Heidi pulled
up in their Lund—saw the smoke from Tee
Harbor. We cut the rug in half and began
beating out flames at south edge. It was
moving only ~1 foot in 10 to 20 seconds.
Took us ~20 minutes to put out S end.
Todd from Amalga showed up. Flames at N
end were 3-ft high & we could only stand the
smoke & heat for ~30 seconds, then pass off
the rug to someone else. Two more guys in a
skiff showed up. Got the east end out. Some
had shovels. Joe Lacy had hiked out to his
car but heard about the fire and came back
out to help.
North end had thicker ryegrass and flames
too hot to beat out. So we pulled away grass
& moss ~5 to 10 feet back where breathing
was easier, creating a firebreak it couldn't
jump. Just as we finished, USFS showed up:
one guy with hard hat & radio; Pat Thrasher
was waiting in his car.
We found the campfire that started it, and
sign of their attempts at ditching. Fire leaped
their line though. They'd made a campfire
right against the sandbank and it climbed
into the grasses. Looked like they'd tried to
bury their fire in sand. Pretty sure it was the
4 people with the xxxxxxxx [inked-out in my
notes] I feel kinda sorry for them; they must
be bummed. It's okay people; I forget what
you looked like.
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I had no camera in 1982, so
don't have pictures of that burn. If
spruce seeded in so aggressively,
it must have been hotter and more
destructive to moss, I remember
horned larks and robins foraging
through moonscape ashes in the
immediate aftermath. (But so far
can't find mention of veg-recovery
in notes, beyond this account of
the fire itself.) Today I don't think
we saw any fire-authored germination surfaces friendly to winged
spruce seed; everything's still wellblanketed by moss and herbs. In
fact, the fire may even help extend
the life of these meadows; more
KB photo: why they call it fireweed:
thoughts on that below.
Arrow points to unburned footpath; one
of the informal trails lacing through the
On the day of the 2020 fire
uplift meadows. Apparently compresthere were mild southerly breezes.
sion by foot traffic was enough to keep
Koren heard that some kids from
this moss from burning, while 'fluffed'
an overnighting family—friends
mosses on either side ignited.
who'll remain unnamed—set it
accidentally when playing with lighters. Articles from the Empire and
KTOO quote Rob Berney, FS fire supervisor saying total burn extent
was 15 acres. He overestimated by ~50%. The KTOO piece links to a
facebook page with several cellphone videos. 2 It was a sunny weekend
and tons of virus-refugees were reveling in Juneau's loveliest sea-level
hiking destination.
2 https://www.juneauempire.com/news/forest-service-responds-to-wildland-fire-across-from-eagle-beach/
https://www.ktoo.org/2020/05/09/forest-service-fighting-a-wildfire-near-eagle-beach/

f2
Flight 2: double loop around Crow Point Grove:
(Flight 1 today was over VeryBeary.) First loop
in Blue was a nadir (downward-camera) pass for
stitching in Microsoft ICE. Then I looped it again in
forward-facing oblique.I georeferenced the nadir
passes and traced the burn's outline from them

richard.carstensen@gmail.com

Left: ICE-stitch from 4K video on a northward drone pass.
Unmistakeable edge on the beach side; sublter on the inside,
at north end beyond Crow Point Grove ● Right: Georeferencing both northward and southward (inside) passes, I traced this
pink outline. (Yellow is Bad Elf track) It's interesting that the fire
was able to wrap clockwise around Crow Point Grove with no
pushing wind. Or was there maybe a back eddy? Did this limb
of the fire move slower? If so, was there a different burn intensity? Different veg-response? We didn't walk it to compare.

today
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I launched where the fire started—"H" for 'home' on
preceding flightlog map. From ground level, burn limits
are no longer very obvious in the lush, recovering vegetation, and I wondered how well it'd show from the air.
Needn't have worried though: it's now a rich, dark green,
set off against the anemic pastels of unburned meadow.
Sky was mostly sunny, so I sat in the shade of some
saplings to see my screen better while flying. Got highwind warnings but that didn't impact the stability of the
4K video; it came out great. After a nadir loop around
Crow Point grove at the FAA ceiling of 120 meters, I
descended and flew another, lower loop for different
perspectives. Luckily it was a weekday and only a few
other parties were on the delta; with dogs and/or fishing
rods. Screen captures and stereopairs follow, and my
vimeo post is at https://vimeo.com/431363979
At home, I stitched two long nadir passes; northward
one is on left. Georeferenced these against the 2019 AOL
orthophotomosaic, and traced a polygon that totals 9.2
acres—the pink hatching on right. Since I don't have
a GIS layer for the 1982 burn I traced this in the same
shapefile, confirming size at 2.5 acres.

2019
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Most of the rust-colored saplings in
foreground were killed (but don't
underestimate em; see photo
11). This may help decelerate
the inevitable takeover of
herbaceous meadows by
conifers.

sc2
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1984

Working with old maps and aerials from my Scout
Camp days sent me to a sort of document-in-limbo,
my Eagle Beach Maps collection. The version
currently downloadable from JuneauNature is an old,
2008 facing-pages version, and I'd forgotten that a
couple years ago, I reformatted to single-page landscape, but stalled out and left it unfinished.
So I just took a multi-day detour from a detour
from a detour (typical these days of my leisurely
pandemic workflow), and fleshed out asx'eemaps.pdf, which I think I'll post as part of this
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Right: Burns overlaid
on USFS aerial from
around the time of an
earlier burn, in 1982.
Aligned same as
2019 on next page,
for toggling back and
forth. asx'ee-maps.
pdf has a longer,
6-map series.

USDA Forest Service

sc1
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2019

burn-mapping adventure.
p1 Burn start-point 3D pair-1 is at the south end of the burn, where I
guess the lighter experiment happened. Too bad it didn't swing east and take
out those hundred-or-so chest high saplings. They're still mapped as meadow
on my 2019 veg panel, but won't be on the next one.
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sc1 Crow Point Screen capture on the second lap. I flew from the shadow of the little spruce Koren's
standing by. Sparsely vegetated foreground is vulnerable to colonization by spruce seedlings—possibly
because in winter storms, windswept sand moves inland over firm snowpack. 1 Why does 'fudgeripple' sand-swirling concentrate here on the bend, more than in the straight-away? sections?
1 Sand's not so wind-transportable once the veg-barrier springs up. My 1983 calligraphy labels on
the Communities map say "Outer Dunes" and "Inner Dunes," but these terms were erroneous,
suggested to me by FSL researcher John Thilenius from whom I was getting informal Salt
marsh Ecology 101 lessons. Ridge features are actually wave cut scarps out of raised,
earlier storm berms, steeper on the ocean side, opposite to a dune profile. I added
a pasted Erratum to the already-printed 1983 map explaining the mistake,
and giving these features the less romantic names "Outer Ridge" and
"Inner Ridge." Now, from LiDAR bare earth, we can map these
paralleling-&-radial ridges in extraordinary detail.

sc1
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14
14 MADI Closeup of blooming Maianthemum dilatatum
in alder stand, following photo 13. I wish I understood why
this clonal beauty sometimes forms such lush 'lawns' under
conifer and, here, deciduous forest—usually but not always
along ectones, and often under fairly complete shade. Can't be
a 'permanent' feature. Something about the trajectory of soil
nutrients?
p2 North end Pair-2. Several half-burned saplings retain
living green foliage. Those short, pale lines mostly paralleling
the beach are probably attempted firebreaks

p2
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13 Alder stand Felt new-englandy.
Old red alders on NE BS border may date
to a WWII-era potato garden. Slow growth
compared to similar-aged stands I've
cruised on Southeast timberlands. Maybe
the acidic sand substrate is suboptimal?
It was wonderful to hear non-breeding
geese calling most of the day—a sound I
lived with as caretaker, 1980-92. A small
group foraged in the goosetongue flats as
we came in, and several hundred were out
in the rivermouth mudflats—at times flying
in to intermingle. Too bad that dog people
cut straight across the flats coming &
going to the standard destination of Crow
Point. In a more polite culture, they'd steer
wide of grazing birds, and stop putting em
in the air. Outside of hunting season, honkers learn to relax around dogless hikers
who avoid direct stares, requiring only
minor course-corrections on our part.
Shouldn't they leave for molting soon?
Ah! it's on page 151 of Nature of SE AK:

13

"Adolescents remain on the Wetlands until late
June, and in July these nonbreeders fly to . . .
remote areas, where they molt . . . In August
new families and these adolescents gather
again on the Wetlands, where they spend the
rest of the year, except when chased out by
extreme freeze-up or by hunters or off-leash
dogs."
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